Look closely at the door-locking system

KIKGARD

You Need The

KIKGARD

TM

Builders have always known
...what breaks in forced entry is the doorjamb,
not the door or the lock.
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THE PART THAT’S MISSING FROM YOUR DOOR LOCK!
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Conventional door-locking systems send a steel bolt
through a small hole in wooden doorjambs only 1/2”
from the edge of the jamb. Without effective
reinforcement, all that an intruder needs to break to
enter a home is that 1/2” of soft wood.
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In some homes, the 3-part door
locking systems are not equal in
strength. There is a beautiful door
and shiny new lock...but the
weak unreinforced jamb can be
entered with one swift kick.
Some home builders ignore
doorjamb reinforcement
altogether or provide only weak,
ineffective devices they call
reinforcement...knowing they will fail.
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KIKGARD
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You Put Steel into Steel...a Much Wiser Choice!
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Unlike flat plates and single-flange products that
depend only on screws for strength, the KIKGARD
double-flange design will not yield, but turns
wooden doors into steel at the weakest point.

Your buyer is finally going to get the dream home
they’ve always wanted. To do everything possible to
insure their safety, they will inquire about a Home
Security Package with you, their builder. When you
explain that the KIKGARD Shield comes on all exterior
doors, they can have peace of mind, knowing you
have done everything possible to make sure their
doors can be securely locked to protect what they
value most – their home and family!

Doorjamb reinforcement is an essential part
of every door-locking system and
should come standard with every exterior
door...just as do the hinges, etc.

The
that’s missing
from your door lock!

Doorjamb Reinforcement

(281) 357-5770

Increases the strength of your home’s
door-locking systems so much it can
virtually eliminate forced entry!

P.O. Box 692113
Houston, TX 77269
www.kikgard.com

Loss of property
annually in non-injury
break-ins is in excess of
$3.1 billion dollars.
A forced entry occurs
somewhere in America
every 13 seconds.
Over 80% of all intruders
gain access through an
entry door.
Without effective
doorjamb
reinforcement, one kick
is all it takes.
Building homes
complete with effective
doorjamb
reinforcement can make
a drastic reduction in
forced-entry crime!

Whether you are building new homes
or apartments, remodeling, repairing
broken doorjambs, or want to greatly
reduce construction break-ins –
installing the patented KIKGARD Shield
doorjamb reinforcement insures you
are providing the very best.

PROTECT what buyers Value Most...
with the KIKGARD Shield.
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’
That s Missing from Your Door Lock!
For exterior doors, doors with glass
inserts, & double door headers
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Can be retrofitted for
existing homes

Seeing what did NOT work, we designed and patented
a custom-made, U-shaped, solid steel Shield to solve the
problem. Purposely created as a one-piece steel unit,
the KIKGARD is designed to be
installed at the door supplier to
eliminate all builder and buyer
installation costs.

So Unique...

TM

...it received a
United States

Totally invisible once installed
& trim applied
Solid 14-guage steel with
powder coating
Lifetime Replacement
Warranty

TM

Patent.

So Effective...

Quality does not have to
mean a high price tag.

...it can virtually

Providing this feature is so
inexpensive that door
suppliers can no longer
justify the use of worthless
Band Aids” offered in the past.

eliminate forced
entry through
any door-locking
system to which
it is applied.

If doorjamb reinforcement is
not a standard part of your
door-locking systems, it’s
important to at least offer it
to your buyers before they
move into their new home.

With the KIKGARD as
your Shield, no force
is applied against
screws. If force is
applied to enter,
the solid steel,
U-shaped Shield
does not bend
but firmly holds
the entire
width of the
doorjamb wood
between the
two steel flanges,
making forced
entry into your
buyers’ home virtually
impossible!

Exterior
Doorjamb

KIKGARD
Attached to back
of doorjamb

Deadbolt Lock

In today’s America,
what better feature
could you possibly
provide buyers than
to permanently
increase the safety
of their homes?

100%
installed at
the door
supplier.

U.S. Patent 6,082,049

